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A ROMAN YILLA AT WINGHAM.
BY G. DOWKER, E.G-.S.

was certainly a place of importance in early times;
several roads converge into it. I t was near or on the Roman
road from Richborough to Canterbury, during the period
of the Roman occupation of Britain; and at a later period,
when Sandwich rose into importance, Wingham formed a
half-way resting-place between it and Canterbury. At
Domesday Wingham gave the name to the Hundred, which
also contained the parishes of Ash, Goodnestone, Nonington,
and part of Womenswold. Mr. J. B. Sheppard some years
ago had discovered a roadway of faggots, leading across the
Marsh to Little Briton, and constituting part of the road
from Richborough to Canterbury. To the south-east, the
road from Staple to Wingham passes by the Saxon burialplace at Witherden Hall, opened by Lord Londesborough and
the late Mr. Ackerman. To tbe north-east, lay the Roman
burial-place I discovered at Dearson, described in the twelfth
volume of Archceologia, Cantiana. Hasted mentions that in
1710, "behind Wingham Oourt, in a field called the Vineyard, the tenant of the Court-lodge farm, "being at plough
on his lands, observed the plough to strike on something
hard, and found it to be a chest or coffin of large thick
stones joined together, and covered with one on the top.
The stones were about four feet in length, two in breadth,
and four in thickness. I t was about a foot deep; at the
bottom were some black ashes, but nothing else in i t ; the
place round about was searched, but nothing whatever was
found."* Such another was found near Groshall, in Ash,
not long before, f •
These coffins were in all probability Roman. I t has
WINGHAM

* Hasted's History of Kent, folio edition, vol. iii., p. 700.
t Harris's History of Kent, p, 335.

ROMAN BATH, AT WINGHAM,
SHEWING THE WALLS COATED WITH MOSAIC WORK OF BLACK AND WHITE
TESSERAE (BENEATH THE FOOT OF THE STANDING FIGURE), AND THE
TESSELLATED PAVEMENT OF A ROOM ADJACENT TO THE BATH.
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been long known that traces of foundations of walls might
be seen in the field called " T h e Vineyard," during dry
seasons, in the corn. Mr. Sheppard had seen Roman tiles
exposed in the fields, and along the stack-yard some years
ago ; and the late Mr. Ackerman had obtained Roman coins
from the same fields. Stimulated by these reports, I, by the
courtesy of the present tenant, Mr. John Robinson, made
several trial holes all along the fence of the Vineyard field,
next the stack-yard, and was rewarded on July 22, 1881, by
the discovery of Roman buildings, which I will now describe.
About half-way between the stack-yard and the stream
from Wingham Well, skirting the western side of the field,
I came on the foundation of a concrete floor, which, on
further excavating, proved to be that of a Roman hath, with
walls covered with a tessellated mosaic, the upper part white,
and the lower half of a slate colour. The bottom had likewise had a tessellated floor of similar material, but had been
broken up, and a small portion next the sides alone remained.
The wall of this hath was of Roman tile and eighteen inches
thick; the whole had been filled with broken tile and flint,
and contained hones of animals and charcoal. Having obtained permission from the tenant, and from his landlord
the Earl Cowper, to continue the excavation, and having
received a grant of £10 from the Kent Archaeological Society,
and £20 from Earl Cowper, we enclosed the site with a high
pole fence; and our work since harvest has resulted thus
far in exposing the buildings described below.
In this and nearly every excavation I have made on a
Roman site, the foundations have been covered with much
superincumbent earth, and much charcoal has been found.
The walls, of all the rooms found here, had been levelled to
the surface of the soil; and their debris had been thrown
down upon the tessellated floors. The soil since accumulated,
above the whole, is the joint effect of rain-wash and of
worms. The presence of a millstone (of uncertain date), and
the absence of any mediseval remains, point to an early
period.
The bath, whichf or the sake of distinction! shall call Room
No. 1, measures inside 8 ft. 4 in. east to west, and 6 ft. 5 in.
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north to south. The height of the south wall left standing
is about 2 ft. 8 in.; the bottom of this bath is paved with a
concrete composed of broken tiles in mortar, and formed the
ground on which the tesserse were laid. These have been
almost entirely removed, except a portion some three or four
inches wide, next the walls, where there are some of the grey
tesserse remaining. The south and west walls of this bath,
as well as portions of the east side, are covered with a tessellated mosaic; the lower fifteen inches in dark grey or slatecoloured tesserse, and the upper portion with white; the tesserse
being cubes some half-inch square. These wall tesserse are
smaller than those found at the bottom; they are embedded
in a very compact concrete of mortar and pounded tile, about
two inches in thickness. The east and west walls of the
bath are composed entirely of Roman tiles, and are eighteen
inches wide; the south wall appears to have been two feet
thick, but at each corner has been much broken, probably at
the time the posts of the fence were put down. I n the
centre of this wall are two large Roman tiles, which project
outward from the wall six inches, and appear as if they led to
some more southerly room. In the south-west corner of the
bath is a drain leading through the wall. The north of this bath
has some steps leading up into another apartment; the steps
appear to have been seven inches wide, but the tiles of which
they were composed have been partly broken away, at fourteen inches in height from the bottom. These steps are four
feet long, the north two feet being a wall of boulders ; but
at the east and west of these steps was a projection, that on
the east (the most perfect) was eighteen inches wide, seventeen inches deep, and nine inches high; the inner surface
being tessellated with a continuation of the tesserse of the
east side of the bath, and rounded off at each corner. The
corner next the succeeding apartment had white marble
tesserae, and the same appear to have paved a seat, the red
brick concrete of which alone remains ; the west side of this
step is much more broken. The bottom floor of this room is
about 4 ft. 9 in. from the surface of the field. The steps led
up to an apartment No. 2. I n the south-west corner was a
drain leading through the wall.
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Room No. 2, 9 ft. 9 in. east to west by 10 ft. 10 in. north
to south, had a floor thirteen inches higher than the bottom
of No. 1, and was tessellated with a pattern of alternate large
diamonds and small squares, with a banded border in dark
grey and white tesserse. The south and west walls had each
a projecting cornice of red concrete at base* next the floor,
and the sides of the walls were covered with the same; it had a
remarkably smooth surface, as if to receive colour. The
south-west corner of this room had a drain leading parallel
with the outside of the west wall of Room No. 1, and having
a recess in the south wall 2 ft. 8 in. long and 8 in. deep;
the wall above this recess had white tesserse on it. The
east wall had no cornice, or set off, of concrete at the bottom,
and was about two feet high towards the centre; the west
wall was broken up, level with the pavement. Toward the
north-west corner of this apartment was a doorway through
the wall, paved with white tesserse, leading into Room No. 4,
hereafter to be described. The walls of No. 2 are two feet
thick, and composed of flint stones. Near the centre, hut
touching the north wall, was found a large mill-stone, lying
flat on the tessellated floor, with no debris under it. I t
may, or it may not, be a Roman mill-stone; but its presence
here is, in any case, remarkable. I t was 2 ft. 6 in. in
diameter, and five inches deep, with a hole of six and a half
inches in the centre; scored and made exactly similar to
mill-stones now in use, but of different stone. At one
foot from the north-east corner, and for the space of about
three feet, the wall was broken down to the level of the
floor. There may have been a step here leading into Room
No. 3 (next to be described), which was fifteen inches higher
than Room No. 2. Here was seen the section of the concrete on which the tesserae of Room No. 3 was laid; this
was composed of coarsely pounded tile and mortar six inches
deep. The tessellated floor of Room No. 2 was tolerably perfect excepting towards the south-east, where a portion had
been destroyed.
Room No. 3 has a tessellated floor of a different pattern,
consisting of a central portion of fret labyrinth, with three
* This red concrete cornice was visible in other parts along the west wall.
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bands of alternate black and white forming a margin; the
south-east and north-west corners are broken u p ; the walls
of this room on the west were entirely destroyed down to the
foundations, as was also the north wall, traces only of which
can be seen. Room No. 3 was 11 ft. 4 in. hy 11 ft. 11 in. The
entrance to it was probably from the north-east of Room
No. 2, where the wall is broken. Excavations outside the walls
shewed no appearance of there having existed any rooms
either north, east, or west of this.
A doorway near the north-east of No. 2 led into a hypocaust, Room No. 4. This had a concrete floor 2 ft. 10 in.
lower than Room No. 2. On this were laid blocks of masonry
having fire passages between; the blocks were covered with
overlapping tiles, on which was spread the concrete of
broken tile, similar to that on which the tesserse in Rooms 2
and 3 are laid. I t appeared as if the tessellated floor of
No. 2 had been continued into this hypocaust. Most of the
suspended floor had fallen in, and was found in the debris at
the bottom. The block of masonry near the north-east corner
of this building was best preserved; and from its structure
we can see the plan adopted. A central fire-flue, sixteen
inches wide, extended the whole length of the building, and
was crossed, at right angles, by two other fire-flues leading through the south wall of the hypocaust. The blocks of
masonry were faced with tiles, the central part being filled
in with loose large flint stones, into which the fire found
its way, as was shewn by their being blackened by smoke;
and to diffuse the ; -heat more readily hypocausb flue-tiles
were laid through the blocks next the wall. These tiles
were nine inches deep and five inches wide, scored on the
outside to hold mortar. Large tiles, one foot wide and
two and a half inches thick, were laid overlapping on the top,
so as to form an arch, which also spanned the fire spaces
between the blocks. The central fire-flue communicated with
the lateral, by passing over some rows of tiles, forming a sill.
The hypocaust room is 11 ft. 2 in. wide, and extends westerly
twenty-eight feet as far as at present excavated. Tbe further
half was built after a different plan from the first; it had
several smaller flues separated by 8-mch tiles; but as we
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have not completed the excavation of this, I shall leave the
description for some future paper. This hypocaust had originally been divided by a cross wall, leaving the east part
11 ft. 2 in. square; the remains of this broken wall are seen
on either side of the hypocaust room, all the walls of which
are built of yellow tiles, eleven inches in length. The concrete bottom is laid under the blocks and tiles. Beyond the
first half the fire action had been most destructive to the
tiles, and this portion appears to have been paved with
tessera of cubes of tile one inch or more square.
The cross flues, where they penetrated the south wall,
had been blocked up with masonry, and the soil above the
debris of a fallen floor was dark earth, in which was found
Upchurch pottery, a coin of Antoninus Pius with a hole
bored throug-h it as if to suspend it by, and a minimus of
Constantine. The evidences are in favour of its being used
by the Saxons, when the fire-flues were blocked up.
It will be impossible to say, from the portions of this villa
already excavated, of what size it is likely to prove. At
present we seem to have met only with the buildings connected with the bath, and these are not of large size, hut we
have not yet found the entrance, nor the atrium. The buildings discovered appear to have been those at the north-eastern
extremity of the villa. Traces of walls some yards to the
south are indicated hy the trial probe of iron, and foundations
of walls are discernible in the arable field some hundred
yards or more south-east of the present excavation. The
bath with tessellated sides,* and the two tessellated floored
rooms adjoining, bespeak a villa of the better sort.
The situation is that usually selected by the Romans:
a spot sheltered from the east and north winds, and open to
the south-west. A beautiful spring of water, that of Wingham Well, runs close hy and turns a water-mill beyond. At
Ickham, the adjoining parish, and almost within sight of
this spot, another Roman villa exists. I t is hoped that sufficient funds will be found to make a thorough exploration
of this villa.
* For an example of similar mural decoration, found near Caistor, Mr, Koach
Smith refers us to Artis's Dnrolrivm Identifi-ed.

